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Demand for Mobile Apps Is Forcing IT to Find New Paths
With the demand for enterprise mobility at an all-time high1, IT teams are under more pressure than ever to develop, deploy
and maintain quality mobile apps across an ever-expanding sea of operating systems, devices and screen sizes.
Sadly, the vast majority of them can do little more than add requests for mobile apps to a never-ending queue of untouched
IT initiatives. In fact, a full 85 percent of companies from a 2014 study reported having a backlog of between one and 20
mobile apps, with nearly half reporting a backlog of 10 to 20 mobile apps2. With the time-to-market of just one custom
mobile app ranging between seven months to over a year3, it’s become clear that the conventional approach of
hand-coding and maintaining applications “in-house” is woefully ill-equipped to meet the demands of the enterprise
mobile landscape.
Thankfully, just as the demand for mobile business apps has surged in recent years, so has the availability of powerful,
cloud-based and cross-platform mobile development tools, which, if chosen carefully, can dramatically reduce the
time-to-market and maintenance costs of managing multiple mobile apps.
By choosing the right combination of mobile development tools to fit your specific needs, it is entirely feasible to create,
deploy and manage mobile apps internally at a rate that meets (or even exceeds) today’s urgent business needs. However,
making the right choice amid such a wide variety of technologies and vendors is far from easy.
Here, we provide you with a concise overview of popular solutions currently available to accelerate each stage of the mobile
application development lifecycle — from design and development through to deployment and ongoing change.
As development organizations seek ways of addressing the entirely new challenges presented by mobility, a natural
tendency is to address each challenge as a separate surmountable problem. In the process, many fail to step back to view
the bigger picture and recognize the mounting incremental complexity and inherent inefficiencies that come from
cobbling together more point solutions into a cohesive whole. Today, there is a tidal shift in the software development tools
industry toward the concept of integrated full-lifecycle platforms that abstract complexity and streamline the path
between conceptualizing and delivering ongoing business value.

1 Gartner’s 2014 Market Guide for Rapid Mobile App Development Tools.
2 Opinion Matter’s October 2014 Survey: Mobile App Backlogs Directly Damaging Revenue in the Enterprise.
3 Kinvey’s 2014 State of Enterprise Mobility Survey.
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A View of the Mobile App Development Landscape
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Mobile App User-Interface Design
You are here
During the so-called “Wintel” monopoly of decades past, user interface dimensions were limited to the screens of
desktop PCs, which made app design a far more straightforward endeavor than it is today.
Now, with mobile users spread across iOS, Android, Windows Phone, BlackBerry, and various other flavors, not to mention
more than 20 default mobile web browsers and an ever-increasing number of phone, tablet and wearables sizes, app
designers must account for seemingly endless variations in hardware functionality, operating system capability, screen
size, and browser specifications.
Because of this, many app designers now favor low-fidelity sketching and prototyping tools to facilitate the early stages
of app design and ideation, rather than diving immediately into time-consuming high-fidelity visual mockups.
The following is a short list of popular design tools for quickly prototyping and testing mobile app concepts:

DESIGN

Design Tools
DEVICE
Simulation

Balsamiq

Axure

InVision

Marvel

Sketch

Pixate

Adobe CS

OutSystems Platform

Prototyping

UI &
CONTENT
Design

How OutSystems Platform Simplifies the Design of Mobile Apps
One of the tenets of modern agile development is a focus on functional (even if incomplete) software as soon as possible. OutSystems Platform provides rapid design capabilities, so
that creation of UIs is nearly as fast as using a dedicated wireframing or drawing package. The benefit of this approach is that users have a functional prototype in-hand quickly. With
real-world testing on actual devices, nuances of the design can be understood earlier in the process, and rapidly iterated upon.
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Mobile Front-End Development Tools
You are here
The variety of tools available to build the front end of your mobile app depends on whether you build a native, mobile web or hybrid
mobile app. (Download our e-book ‘The Definitive Guide to Choosing Your Enterprise Mobile Application Architecture: Native vs. Hybrid
vs. Mobile Web’ for in-depth guidance on making this critical decision.)
While several factors will ultimately determine the type of app you build, it should be noted that “native-only” apps generally require more
specialized labor to design, create and maintain than mobile web or hybrid mobile apps. This is especially important to keep in mind in
light of the fact most companies cite a shortage of specialized, mobile developers as the top
reason why they are unable to advance their mobile strategy.
The following is a short list of popular frameworks and IDEs for accelerating the front-end
development of your mobile apps, depending on which app architecture you choose to work
with.

DEVELOPMENT

Native Frameworks
mBaaS Client Libraries,
Data Caching,
Encryption at Rest

Native SDKs

Specific IDEs

DEVICE

For Mobile Web Apps

For Hybrid Web Apps

jQuery Mobile

Xamarin

Sencha

Oracle MAF

OutSystems Platform

IBM WorkLight
OutSystems Platform

Hybrid Cross-Platform Frameworks

For Native Apps

WYSIWYG IDEs

IDEs: XCode, Eclipse/Android
Studio, Visual Studio
Standalone SDKs: Android SDK,
Windows Phone SDK

UI &
CONTENT

Cross-Platform
Frameworks

Device Bridges

HTML5 Mobile Frameworks
Responsive CSS

Optimized Javascript

Mobile-Specific
Controls

How OutSystems Platform Simplifies Front-end Development
There are countless options for front-end development. Many of these are geared for certain types of implementations, different code frameworks, or specific operating systems.
OutSystems Platform abstracts the need to learn, or hire for, the expertise needed to build responsive applications that display correctly and perform well across all potential deployment
targets. The Platform supports a rich mobile user experience for iOS, Android and Windows Phone from a single code base.
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Data Storage and Access Tools
You are here
It may seem as though accommodating so many screen sizes, devices and browsers would account for the prolonged time-to-market of mobile
apps versus web apps. But in reality, the integration and synchronization of data sources is what accounts for up to 75 percent of the time and
costs of building business-critical mobile apps1.
In a recent survey of worldwide IT executives, a full 100 percent acknowledge the need to integrate or access between one and five systems
when building custom developed applications4. Moreover, users’ expectations of offline and asynchronous mobile transactions make
integration and synchronization features all the more desirable when choosing back-end tools for mobile app development.
The following is a short list of popular cloud-based services that simplify the access of multiple data sources by mobile apps, usually by providing
out-of-the-box integration features such as RESTful APIs or database connections.

Mobile Backend as a Service
(MBaaS)
Kinvey

DEVELOPMENT

TEST

DEPLOY

Testing Platforms

A N A LY S E

MANAGE

Parse
FeedHenry
OutSystems Platform

Analytics

mBaaS - Mobile Backend as a Service
iPaaS

SERVICES
& DATA

REST APIs

Data
Orchestration

Integration Testing

App Server Monitoring

Access Control

Integration Platform as a Service
(IPaaS)
Mulesoft

Data Integration

API Testing

API Deployment

API Analytics

API Gateways

Tibco
Boomi
OutSystems Platform

1 Gartner’s 2014 Market Guide for Rapid Mobile App Development Tools.
4 TechValidate: State of Application Development Report, 2015.

How OutSystems Platform Streamlines Data Storage and Access
Again, a key value proposition of a complete mobile app development platform is that it can abstract the vast majority of the effort usually expended on what is ultimately a repetitive and
time-consuming aspect of traditional development. With OutSystems Platform, new data repositories can be created and existing public APIs can often be integrated in seconds, rather than
cumulative hours normally required. Similarly, access methods of both local and cloud data sources can be ingested by the dev platform once, and then easily re-used, while maintaining full
integrity and security automatically.
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Testing Tools
You are here
Testing the look, feel and performance of mobile apps across all required platforms, browsers, devices, and data sources is a daunting task.
While standardized app development frameworks and platforms help reduce the overall number of errors created during development, it
should be noted that there is no substitute for a robust testing strategy that includes testing on physical devices when it comes to ensuring
the quality and stability of your apps.
TEST

The following is a short list of popular tools that can be used as the basis of a
rigorous mobile app testing strategy, whether you are building native, hybrid or
mobile web apps.

Testing Platforms

DEVICE
Mobile Testing

BrowserStack (mobile web testing)
Selenium

Device Emulation

UI &
CONTENT

UI, Browser &
Validation Testing

Chrome Dev Tools
SoapUI
WAPT
Android Emulator, iOS Simulator, Windows Phone SDK (device testing)

Integration Testing

SERVICES
& DATA

API Testing

SOASTA (load testing)
Xamarin Test Cloud (Device, API, Integration, Load Testing)

iPaaS

CLOUD &
INFRASTRUCTURE

Load Testing

How OutSystems Platform Helps Streamline Testing
Today’s enterprise applications often integrate a broad mix of data sources and cloud services, with applications potentially having dozens of dependencies. OutSystems Platform
eliminates the greatest source of high-severity issues: those related to the integrity of the application in the context of all the integrated componentry. Thus, the Platform maintains
the status of all components of all required services and data between development, test and production. It will disallow the promotion of an app between environments with
automated build and integrity-checking, eliminating the biggest source of issues at a root level.
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Deployment Tools
You are here
Once an app has been built and tested, it needs to be deployed such that users can access it. Mobile complicates this piece of the life cycle by increasing
the frequency at which these updates need to be deployed as well as the complication of each deployment.
The cloud has been seen as a way to simplify deployment because of its outsourced and elastic nature. Whether it be the simplicity of getting a new
compute stack operational upon which to deploy these apps, or a production application stack to move them to, cloud-based services can make it easier
to get an application from one place to the next.
Simply moving “to the cloud” is not a panacea for deployment concerns, however. There are still considerations regarding the movement of the disparate
pieces of the app, ensuring that the target environment is properly configured, cascading database and other surrounding changes, and working in a
complex governance model for app promotion. Regardless, the cloud does generally represent the future direction for companies and does reduce a fair
amount of friction on its own.
The following is a short list of cloud-based services that can be
used to simplify your development and deployment process and
facilitate fast, timely updates to your mobile apps.

DEPLOY

mBaaS - Mobile Backend
as a Service

A N A LY S E

MANAGE

Analytics

PaaS - Platform as a Service

Platform as a Service
(PaaS)

Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS)

Heroku

Amazon AWS

Azure

Azure Compute

Amazon Beanstalk

vCloud Air

Version Control
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OutSystems Platform
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Scale

Code Performance

App Settings

System Performance
(CPU, RAM, etc.) &
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How OutSystems Platform Eases Deployment
Managing development and deployment is increasingly complicated work, especially given the complexity of today’s applications against a constantly moving target of
interdependent components, any or all of which may themselves be in active development at any given point in time. OutSystems Platform, whether used in the cloud or
on-premises, insulates the developer from this underlying complexity and provides automated oversight of application integrity, without the continuous added burden of heavy
script work. The value of this for one or two applications is high, but across a large enterprise app portfolio, the value can be immeasurable.
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Management Tools
You are here
With the popularization of “bring your own device” (BYOD) policies, mobile device management has become a critical component of keeping enterprise-scale companies running smoothly and securely. However, the capabilities of mobile device management services can vary
widely.
While device security and hardware-level management has become a specialized niche in the marketplace, any enterprise with a large
portfolio of applications is acutely aware of the need to effectively manage those applications on a broad scale.
It’s important that the solution you choose includes application management functionality, file synchronization and sharing features, data
and network security, and support for personal devices as well as corporate devices.
The following is a short list of device-oriented services that can be used to
centralize the oversight of mobile devices as well as a list of solutions that
can help you manage large portfolios of applications, from different
perspectives.
Mobile Device Management
AirWatch
Good Technologies
MobileIron

Mobile App/App Portfolio Management
AirWatch
OutSystems Platform

DEPLOY

A N A LY S E

Analytics
DEVICES

MDM - Mobile Device Mgmt

MAM
Performance

UI &
CONTENT

MANAGE

Mobile App
Deployment

Versions, Settings

Usage & Adoption
Measurement

How OutSystems Platform Streamlines App Management
Being able to securely provision applications, manage user rights, and deliver updates and revisions rapidly is critical. Some of today’s mobile app development platforms approach
post-deployment management haphazardly, if at all. OutSystems Platform offers robust app management and provisioning capabilities, alongside automated gathering of analytics
and monitoring. However, physical device management and security layers typically fall outside the realm of application development and are better suited to specialists in this area.
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Key Questions to
Consider When
Evaluating Mobile App
Development Tools and
Solutions
For the modern enterprise that wants to enable and
support a mobile workforce, the landscape of tools
on the marketplace can be daunting. Most tools
focus on a specialty, addressing one particular pain
point in the app development and delivery process.
As a result, many dev teams are piecing together
many development components and/or cloud
services into something resembling a cohesive
whole. Below are key points to consider when
evaluating mobile app dev tools and solutions.

Does the tool truly address the overarching
problem of complexity?

Does the tool’s ROI (and/or TCO) justify the
incremental gain?

Often, organizations that have been quick to
adopt various point solutions eventually
realize that they have solved some of their
individual pain points at the expense of a
different, larger pain point: complexity. For
many, the delivery of apps using a small
handful of tools has evolved to become a
patchwork of different software layers and
stacks with various interdependencies,
versioning issues, and limitations. And when
something should happen to go wrong, the
difficulty of troubleshooting has grown
exponentially.

When evaluating a new tool, especially for
mobile development, determining its total
cost of ownership (TCO) can be hard to predict
until a sustained real-world workflow can be
established. According to Forrester Research,
“The average amount spent on a typical
customer mobile app… turns out to be just 35
percent of the true two-year cost.” A tool that
may be impressive in the initial dev cycle can
lose its lustre after its effect on work streams
can be assessed after a few iterations. Weighed
against the cost, expectations of revolutionary
versus evolutionary should be considered.

Is a new tool truly solving a problem or
simply “moving work”?

Risk: Am I painting myself into a corner?

This may be the most difficult aspect of mobile
development tool selection to assess. It’s
common to find tools that can reduce the time
needed for a given task. But often, this gain is
realized at the expense of the time needed for
surrounding tasks. So, when the additional
time is factored in, that 50 percent productivity gain may, in fact, be a net gain of only 10
percent. For example, some continuous delivery tools require insertion of scripts into many
other areas of a code base, and over time,
those scripts - and the tools that process them
- require their own “care and feeding.”

A number of tools can simplify a given task, or
set of tasks, but require the inclusion of a
proprietary software widget - whether it’s a
runtime component, an interpreter, or
intermediary cloud layer. Once implemented,
and IP is built around this “widget” over
months and years, it becomes increasingly
difficult, if not impossible, to gracefully detach
from that widget. It’s the classic predicament
of vendor lock-in. So as change continues to
accelerate in the mobile world, organizations
must evaluate the risks that proprietary layers
in the stack represent.
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How OutSystems Platform Covers the Mobile App Development Lifecycle
Increased Speed

From Concept to Delivery

Development speed is the heart of the problem IT faces today. It’s not difficult to
find a tool that can make one phase of development faster. Maybe much faster. And
every vendor and/or framework loudly proclaims improved speed. The question
then becomes “how fast is fast?” Is it a percentage faster? Or is it a multiple faster?
With OutSystems Platform, speed is realized across the entire mobile application
development lifecycle, from concept to go-live to iteration.

Creating and delivering beautiful enterprise applications - from end-to-end - is now
possible in a fraction of the time with OutSystems Platform. Concept, build, deploy,
and iterate with unprecedented speed from a single environment, with little to no
coding. Create beautiful user experiences that perform well on every kind of device
and across multiple operating systems. Visually integrate legacy systems and new
cloud platforms with drag and drop graphical simplicity. Shorten development
times from years or months to weeks, and with fewer resources.

Reduced Complexity
Staying on top of rapid change is becoming untenable for today’s enterprise IT
organizations expected to quickly enable the mobile business innovations needed
today. Line-of-business leadership is quickly reaching the end of its patience when
they’re told about the timelines and costs needed to meet their needs by already
time- and resource-strapped IT teams. OutSystems Platform enables a
game-changing app delivery paradigm that’s fast, efficient, low-risk, and easy to
adopt. It dramatically reduces complexity by eliminating the need to cobble
together a multi-layered stack of point tools, each with its own vagaries and
limitations.

One App to Full Portfolio
To develop and deliver one app, a mix of tools can be an adequate temporary
solution. However, delivering at scale requires a solution that grows from the early
moments of one app to the inevitable challenges of maturing to deliver a portfolio
of mission critical applications in complex scenarios. Expanding from one
developer and one or two apps to dozens of developers working on hundreds of
apps requires the scalable approach to reusability and portfolio governance that
OutSystems Platform delivers.
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About OutSystems
OutSystems provides the enterprise Rapid Application Delivery (RAD) platform that
makes it easy to develop apps once and deliver seamlessly across iOS, Android,
Windows Phone, and Web - deeply integrated with existing cloud and on-premises
databases and systems of record. OutSystems Platform enables the rapid delivery and
effortless change of large application portfolios and is available as a public cloud,
private cloud and on-premises solution. Over 450 enterprise organizations in 25
countries across 22 industries use the Platform to deliver beautiful mobile and web
apps in record time.

Learn more at www.outsystems.com/platform/
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